live
Wake up every morning
with a stunning sea view.
Your elegant, hi-tech, eco-friendly space
surrounded by a natural paradise.
Your house.
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INTRODUCTION

The village embraces the entire Portopiccolo marina,
with berths for both boats and yachts.

Your private sea view,
your home.
Welcome to Portopiccolo, a premier
Italian resort village built according to
the most innovative architectural and
technological criteria. A unique collection
of private properties with an elegant and
contemporary design, which meet the
highest eco-friendly standards, in perfect
harmony with the natural beauty that
surrounds them.

Set in a spectacular location
amongst the sea cliffs, the
Case Terrazza - terraced
homes - are separated from
the Case del Borgo - village
houses - by a driveway
offering outstanding
panoramic views.
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HISTORY
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The seafront at
Castelreggio in the
fifties, the beach at
Sistiana Bay,
a favoured seaside
destination for Trieste
city folk.

Sistiana and its bay:
a history of excellence.

With its deep, sheltered bay, fertile soil, and access
to the sea, Sistiana’s history is a story of prosperity
and splendour dating back to the time of the
Romans. A popular tourist destination since the
early 20th century, the area was a major location
for the development of famed luxury coastal hotels
with spas and beach facilities during the time of the
Habsburg Empire.
The Portopiccolo project, built in the adjacent
quarry, has been developed to capture the
splendour of the Belle Époque and has gifted the
bay with a new jewel of rare elegance.

Built at the behest of the Princes of the House of Thurn and
Taxis between 1906 and 1909, the Strand Hotel and the more
luxurious Park Hotel transformed the bay into a popular tourist
destination of international repute.
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THE QUARRY
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A safe haven
protected by rocks.

The project sits in the heart of the Sistiana’s former
limestone quarry. The site boasts a unique natural
heritage and has been extensively redeveloped
using innovative technologies to optimise the use of
resources. The result is a protected ecosystem which
blends seamlessly with its surroundings.

The sandstone
extracted from the
former quarry has been
used for architectural
projects within the
tourist resort.

Portopiccolo was created as a result of the environmental
and landscape redevelopment of Sistiana’s former limestone
quarry which dates back to the second century AD.
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SUSTAINABILITY
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glossary

Centro Stella ( )
Centro Stella is the technological heart of
Portopiccolo. The control room manages
the optical fibre broadband network
covering the entire Village, the 140 security
cameras and all the systems serving the 18
thermal power units.
–
Seawater plants ( )
The systems are based on water loop heat
pump technology that uses seawater as a
heat exchange source.
–
Checkpoint ( )
Two checkpoints manned 24 hours a day
provide residents and guests with a warm
welcome and ensure their safety 24/7.
–

Thermal Power Plants

Centro Stella

Electricity current
transformer cabins

Checkpoint

Private current
transformer cabins

Data processing centres

On-site geothermal
exchange units

Public & private lifts, service
& disabled access lifts

Clean energy
from water
and the sun.

Sustainability has been our primary concern
right from the start of the Portopiccolo
project. In addition to architectural
excellence, the aim has also been to make
it a shining example of indoor comfort and
environmental protection, with solutions
that ensure energy consumption is kept to
a minimum. The site uses an engineering
solution based on water source heat pump
technology that uses seawater as its heat
exchange source. This renewable resource
remains stable over time, ensuring the
temperature within the closed loop can be
effectively controlled at all times. 18 heating
and cooling units serve the entire bay.

Vertical Lifts ( )
62 vertical lifts connect the 1200 parking
spaces, both public and private, to the
different areas of the Village, ensuring
access to all.
–
)
Counterweighted inclined lifts (
Two inclined lifts run within the quarry
rock connecting the “Borgo” to the Case
Terrazza. Another 8 provide access to
private residences.

Equipped with Clivet monoblock reversible
water-water high-efficiency heat pumps,
they produce the hot and chilled water,
as well as the domestic hot water for
various utilities. They provide energy only
where and when needed according to the
principle of decentralization. They also
modulate their operation according to ondemand comfort requirements and external
conditions. During intermediate seasons
the system also exploits the advantage
provided by free cooling. All systems, both
heat pumps and domestic, are electrically
powered, thus making it possible to
completely eliminate CO2 emissions and

ensure a truly green village.
No cars are allowed to access the
village and all 1200 parking spaces are
underground. The village is also powered
by 200 square metres of solar panels that
contribute to the high efficiency of the
domestic hot water heating.
These solutions combine maximum
comfort with real energy savings, reflected
in the very low expenses. All residences
have Class A and A + power consumption
ratings with thermal-acoustic insulation
at the highest levels currently available,
mechanically-controlled ventilation, and
high-insulation doors and windows.
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CASE TERRAZZA

The finest views
in Portopiccolo:
the Case Terrazza.
A prestigious collection of exclusive terraced
residences with a refined and elegant design
affording commanding views of the Gulf.
The Case Terrazza have all been constructed to
last, using outstanding materials and finishings,
carefully selected for their superior quality
and durability, and ensuring they are in perfect
harmony with their surroundings. All residences
can be accessed by a smart, efficient network
of lifts that connect them to the “Borgo” and
which makes coming home a pleasure and
a unique experience.
Contact Us
phone: +39 040 291 291
get in touch: fill the form

= 1 metre
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CASE TERRAZZA
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The Case Terrazza are in a
secluded and quiet location,
encircling the “Borgo”.

Privileged views onto
the sumptuous green
terraces, the azure sea
and the bright colours
of the port and
the village.

outside

Exclusive and sophisticated
properties, set seamlessly
within the landscape itself.
Built in a contemporary style and with close
attention paid to every detail,
the Case Terrazza afford superior views
over the Gulf of Trieste and boast a
180-degree panorama that stretches along
the Italian, Slovenian and Croatian coastline
all the way to Punta Salvore.
All around, the embrace of the majestic sea
cliffs protect the “Borgo” like sentinels.
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CASE TERRAZZA
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Sea view terraces and large windows ensure
all residences are bathed in sunlight.

inside

Your perfect living
environment with
ample interior
spaces bathed
in natural light.

A bright, welcoming interior, suitable for any
interior design configuration, allowing you to
create a retreat tailored perfectly to your everyday
lifestyle. The apartments are available in a range
of sizes, from studio flats - about 60 square metres
plus terrace - up to four-bedroom residences to
suit every need.
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CASE TERRAZZA

Stunning views from an outstanding
position. Your own private view
of the distant horizon.
Wake up with your own personal sea view. It’s the one you fell in love
with when you chose this residence and the one that will greet you
every morning when you wake up and enjoy your first coffee of the
day. There, in front of you, your very own personal view stretching
to the distant horizon. Each Casa Terrazza enjoys a unique
panorama overlooking the Gulf and the Marina whose gentle rhythm
punctuates the easy progress of the day.

An ambiance of peace and total privacy.
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SEZIONE
CASE
DEL BORGO

In the heart
of Portopiccolo,
just a stone’s throw
from the water’s edge:
the Case del Borgo.
The Case del Borgo - houses within the village are modern and equipped with every comfort,
immersed in the charming atmosphere of the
village where hand cut and laid stonework
characterizes the cool shade of the narrow
streets. Inspired by the fishing villages that dot
the Northern Adriatic coastline, these picturesque
homes are equipped with every creature comfort.
Located in a prime beachfront location, they are
your ideal retreat for spending days in a truly
romantic and elegant atmosphere.
Contact Us
phone: +39 040 291 291
get in touch: fill the form

= 1 metre
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CASE DEL BORGO
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A relaxing
ambiance where
time is yours alone.
Your special getaway, nestled between the magic of the calm sea that
gently laps the coast, and the welcoming familiarity of a charming
village: enjoy a coffee seated at the sun-drenched tables at the bars,
a stroll among the elegant boutiques, an aperitif on the beach
at sunset. From here, every corner of Portopiccolo is just
a short stroll away.

An enchanting seafront
village: a perfect blend
of familiarity
and wellbeing.

Immerse yourself in the charming atmosphere
and welcoming hospitality of a traditional
Italian seafront village.
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CASE DEL BORGO

Terraces, loggias or gardens overlooking the sea.

inside

Traditional design fitted
with every mod con,
cosy ambiances,
gardens and terraces.

Each apartment has been designed and
built to meet the highest standards of smart
design, using renewable energy to ensure
minimal environmental impact and reduced
operating costs. The interior is spacious
and welcoming, with sun-drenched terraces
and manicured gardens to relax and spend
quality time with the people you cherish.
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CASE DEL BORGO

view

A glimpse of azure
awaits you at home.
The houses within the “Borgo” also enjoy spectacular views of
the Gulf and Marina. Set so close to the water’s edge you can
hear the gentle waves lapping the sides of the boats moored
in the marina. These residences boast bright, airy interiors,
where the views to the distant horizon accompany you in
every room. The luxury of a breakfast by the sea, every day.

The Case del Borgo embrace
the entire amphitheatre
of the Portopiccolo Marina.
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FOUR WINDS PENTHOUSES

Four Winds Penthouses:
where the sky and sea
meet and the winds
divide them.
Sirocco, Bora, Libeccio and Mistral:
named after the four winds that blow across
the Mediterranean, the four penthouses of
Portopiccolo are among the finest residences
available anywhere in Italy. They are custom
designed to take the living experience to a whole
new level, where the bywords are elegance and
quality. Superior features include: thoughtful
contemporary design, state-of-the-art materials
and location, right on the seafront.
Contact Us
phone: +39 040 291 291
get in touch: fill the form

= 1 metre
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SEZIONE
FOUR
WINDS PENTHOUSES
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Providing unparalleled views of the sea, the terraces
look directly onto the waters of the Adriatic.

Modern interiors
and “open-plan” design:
Your tailor-made luxury.

Tailor-made luxury: Interiors can be freely
configured with finishes and customizations
chosen by the customer.

Drenched by the
warm Italian sun,
and affording truly
breathtaking views
of the Gulf.
These elegant residences are located
on the uppermost floors of the SPA
building, guaranteeing you one of the
most prestigious views of Portopiccolo.
The large floor-to-ceiling windows of
the living rooms, the master bedrooms
and the views from the terraces take in
the full sweep of the Italian, Slovenian
and Croatian coastline all the way
across to Cape Salvore.

The commanding views
are truly magnificent from the terraces, the
gardens and from the
large windows of the
interiors.

Available for purchase as shell & core,
the residences can be completely
customized: All spaces are both cosy and
functional, and can be fitted out to meet
your personal tastes and requirements,
giving you total control to create your
very own special retreat.
Large entrances, with open-plan living
room/kitchen/dining room with access
to the terrace, spacious double bedroom
and fitted wardrobe, as well as special
rooms such a music room/cinema and
private spa. A blank canvas giving you
complete freedom to compose your
lifestyle just the way you want it.

The terraces and gardens
guarantee total privacy.
With their south-facing position, the
residences are generously-sized and
wonderfully light and airy.
They are arranged on one level
and rounded off by a large terrace,
roof gardens and heated private
swimming pools. An oasis of relaxation
guaranteeing total privacy.
Each residence also includes two large
parking spaces directly connected to
each of the houses by a private lift.
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Here in Portopiccolo every detail
meets the criteria of quality,
technology and sustainability.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

EXTERIOR MASONRY
IN PLASTER
The quality and design features are
the same throughout Portopiccolo,
from studios of 60 sq m right up to
penthouses of 600 square metres,
including commercial premises.
The external wall structure (40 to
50 cm) consists of:
External rendering or
calcareous stone laid by hand.
Seismic-reinforced concrete 20
to 30 cm thick.
A first layer of thermal
insulation.
A second layer of thermoacoustic insulation.
Internal finishing comprising a
double sheet of fibre-reinforced
plasterboard and vapour barrier
ensuring all properties are rated
class A or A+.
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INSTALLATIONS

Heating and cooling
Fibre optic
WiFi
Underfloor heating
Ceiling air conditioning
Mechanically-controlled
ventilation (MCV):
The system extracts old/
stale air from the interiors
(including hot, humid air)
and expels it.
Then external air is
introduced, (filtered using
special filters) pre-heated by
a heat exchanger which
recovers heat from the
expelled air.
The advantages are:
Indoor humidity control (the
first cause of condensation
and mould).
Energy savings thanks to the
heat recovery system.
Protection from air pollution
thanks to the inflow filters.
Excellent indoor air quality.

Buy a property in Portopiccolo
Sustainable, zero-impact architecture that is perfectly
integrated into the surrounding landscape without
sacrificing privacy, comfort, or safety.
+39 040 291 291
fill the form

